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Thoughts on Henley Church & some suggestions
about its possible development
Ann Cottingham
Henley Parish Church is a complex structure and it is uncertain as to exactly
when it was founded. Much of its building has been obscured by alterations
and replacement of parts of the building.

The origin of the church is entwined with the origins of the town, another
dating problem. The lay out of the main street, Hart Street, leads directly to
the church and not to the bridge, which suggests that the church and town
were planned before the bridge was built.
Before the bridge there would have been a crossing of the river, which was
most likely a ford, possibly at the end of Bell Lane, which up until 1892 was

the northern municipal boundary of Henley and was where Benson
(Bensington) had an outlet to the river. It is also at a point round the bend
the river where the flow would not have been so vigorous.

of

An arch ofthe old bridge was discovered in 1984 when the Carpenters Arms
pub was demolished, preparatory to building the Headquarters Building of
the Royal Regatta. This arch with a double exterior rim fronted by Barnack
stone, and an interior of shuttered flint was by experts confirmed as dating
to about 1170. Asimilar arch exists across the river on the Henley side,
under the paving between the Angel on the Bridge and the present bridge,
used as a cellar by the 18th century pub. The old bridge ran alongside the
south side of the present bridge, and therefore even more out of line with
Hart Street.

It is known that Henry II held houses in the town in about 1175, but if the
bridge was already in position, then the town must have been planned and
built earlier than 1170. That Henley was a planned town is almost certain, it
does not feature in Domesday Book, though the manor of Badgemore does.
Henley seems to have been created on the meadow lands of Badgemore,
most likely by royal command.
The Domesday entry for Badgemore states
I

"

Henry of Ferrers holds

Badgemore from the King and Ralph from him. 5 hides for 8 ploughs now
in Lordship 2 ploughs. I slave." This is slightly unusual since usually land
was held from a great Lord with no mention of the King, althoughthe Lords
did ultimately hold all land from him.

In lI42 King Stephen signed a document at Henley but there is a doubt as to
whether this was at this Henley. It was at the time when Stephen was disputing
the throne with Matilda, and their conflict raged around Wallingford. It is
unlikely that Stephen spent time on building, his reigrlwas mostly occupied
with trouble from Matilda. However if he was at this Henley in 1142 then
that would indicate that it was already in existance.

A more possible candidate for the founding of Henley was Henry I who
started the building of Reading Abbey in 1121. Building stone and other
materials would have been needed for the projects, and the river between
Henley and Reading was often unnavigable at certain times of the year,
having many shallows. It is therefore possible that Henry created Henley to
serve as a port, the river below Henley being always clear of impediments.

In 1385 fuchard II gave license to the Warden, Clobbere, to allow the rents
from 115 houses to pay for the upkeep of the church and bridge, which was
the start of Bridge Rents. A charity that was expanded later with many
citizens leaving property to be included in the Bridge Rents, others left
property for other charitable purposes, the rents ofwhich were collected by
the town. Whether the I l5 houses concerned were paying rent before this to
the town, or to the Lord of the Manor, fuchard Moleyns, is unlrrown.
Although the earliest known document referring to the church was not till
1204, when King John bestowed the Rectorship on Aumericus de Harcourt,
the church was evidently already built. The advowson or patronage of the
church was at that time in the King's hands. In the reign of Henry III' it was
transferred to his brother, Richard Earl of Cornwall, when in 1243 the Earl
was given the Manor of Bensington. The Earl's son Edmund inherited in
1272 andbefore his death in 1300, he had exchanged the advowson together
with other properties with the Bishop of Rochester. Although Henley

I

Bum, J S 'The History of Henley on Thames' 186l

remained in the diocese of Lincoln, the advowson remained with the Bishops
of Rochester until 1852, when Henley became part of the diocese of Oxford,
and the patronage was given to the Bishop of Oxford.
was created in about I 120 or soon after, then it is almost certain
that at that date, one of the first buildings erected would have been the church,
which in building style would have been ofNorman [rpe. It is my inrpression

If the town

that the original church was the part of the present church which is now
known as the Lady Chapel or north chancel. This is also the view of John S
Burn in his "History of Henley" published in 186 l. He bases this on the fact
that to the "north of the cornmunion table are indications of the onginal
altar, with two canopied niches, in one of which is evidently the recess used
for the eucharist"

A drawing of about 1840, before Victorian alterations, shows the north
chancel clearly as a separate piece of building ( Iiig l). Rernoving later
additions and suggesting a Nonran style of architecture I have drawn a sketch
o1'what it rnrght liave looked like originally (Fig 2) One interesting poirrt is

that the church is dedicated to St Mary the Virgin, and maybe the altar in that
chancel has remained true to its original dedication.

Another speculation concerning the original church is the doorway I have
suggested in its west end. Could it have been the same doorway which was
drawn n 1827 as being at the front ofwhat is now Wokingham Photographic,
Hart Street. A doorway which was later removed to Fawley Court to serve
as a chapel entrance, and is still there on what is now an,outbuilding2. Perhaps

when the west wall of this chancel was removed and has opened up to the
larger church, a wealthy merchant or builder purchased it to place before his
own house in Hart Street.
The chancel ofwhat is now the main altar, leading from the nave, was possibly
built soon after the first building. It is noteable that this chancel is narrower
than the first church, and also considerably shorter, which gives the impression
of being an addition or side chapel, rather than a main building (see plan Fig

4). This may have been needed as the town became prosperous during the
reign of Henry II, who succeeded Stephen in 1154.
What is now the main nave of the church is thought to be ofthe style termed
Early English, according to traditional books on church architecture, this is
supposed to have been introduced in the reign of Richard I or approximately
in about 1189 or thereabouts, and continued as the main building style for
the following cenhrry.

However the town prospered in the 13th century, and it is possible that it
was during the reign of Henry III (1216-1272), that the church was much
enlarged by the building ofthe large nave, by making a smaller nave west of
the original building, and by the addition of a south aisle. Perhaps nuurower
than it now is, maybe only as wide as the existing pillar and the piece of wall
at the west end (single broken line in Fig a)

This would have had the effect of creating the church nearly as it is today,
with the main altar in the central position, and leaving the altar of Our Lady
as a side chapel (Fig a). This shift of the chief altar in a church is not unknown
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Shiplake church had a similar displacement. There the original church is
now the south aisle, and a new nave and chancel were constructed to the
north of the origtnal building.
Unfortunately although there are many later documents recording repairs to
various parts of Henley church and even some building, such as a vesbry in
1426-323 , there seem to be none in the 13th cenh.ry dealing with the building
and enlarging of the church. It is probable that it was in the 13th centur5r that
the size of the town did increase, because it was probably about then that
New Street came into being. It is first mentioned in deeds of 1305 but may
have been there earlier. It is also a possibility that Friday Street was also
developing at the same time, with houses with small gardens, at the ends of
the large burgage plots on the south side of Hart Street.
The probability of a south aisle being constructed at the same time as the
nave, is because of the use of pillars to support the roof of the nave. If there
were no aisles then a wall would have been sufficient. The very narrow aisle
is apparently common in Oxfordshire churchesa. The width of the south
aisle was later extended, probably in the l6th century.

3 Briers, P M "HenJey Borough Records 1395-1543" 1960 Ox Record Soc
4 Munby, Julian Talk to O L H A mceting at Chalgrove

The remains ofthe wall on the north side , the one with the two large windows
shown in Fig 1, was recently uncovered (2005) with repairs to the church

floor. This clearly ran as the picture and the plan show between the old
chancel and the tower base. The columns that now stand there were put in
when the church was again expanded on that side with the additional arsle in
1853, recently used as a vestry.
It seems that the west wall of the original church, whiqh might have housed
the Norman archway has been removed. The floor ren6vadons being carried
out in 2005 showed no remains of the wall, except for a single stone which
appeared to project from the remains of the north wall. The floor builders
noticed that the first column west ofthe end ofthe chancel on the north side
of the nave, was built on a different foundation from the other nave columns.
Apparently it was placed on flint rubble consistent with it having been
constructed to replace the remains of a wall which was part of the original
church, at the south west end. (Fig a)
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Another feature which came to light was at first thought to be a well, but
later considered too large an opening and more like an entrance to a crypt
(Fig 3). This is situated under the fust nave arch nearest to the chancel on the
south side of the nave, and in the south aisle. Interestingly the south aisle
extension (l6thc?) appears to have been supported under the floor by steel
girders aproximately 3ft apart. This may have been repair work done in the
1850s, or possibly the result of work mentioned in the Assembly Book of
ri s ss . This entry says 'the church south wing is being re-built.'
Henley continued its prosperiy, with possibly a slight depression in the mid
l4th century, when the Black Death probably hit the town. There are no
records of this, but judging by the way that Henley contracted later plagues
from its position on the main London road, it is very probable that Henley
like much of the rest of the country suffered from its devastating attack.

5
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Later at the end of the l4th century in the reign of Richard II, Henley was
again flourishing.

The 15th century began a period when more documents are available, and
reference to the church is more frequent. It was an erawhen chantry chapels
were established, for the express purpose of saying masses for the souls of
the dead, often the soul of the benefactor who had had the chapel erected,
or who had presented to the chapel and the saint, money or goods of some
t
kind, such as lights for the altar.
The only remaining chapel is that of St Leonard, built by a merchant named
Elmes in about 1460. Its exterior can be seen on the north side of the old
chancel in Fig 1 and its position in Fig 4. Chapels and chantries listed by
Burn, are those of the Vftgin Mary, St Katherine, St Clement, St Nicholas, St
Ann, St John and St Leonard. The chapel of St Ann appears to have been
either on the end of the bridge or close to it, St Mary was probably the
original church altar in what has become the north chancel, and that of St
Leonard is known. The others Katherine, Clement, Nicholas and John seem
to have left no trace. There were also altars aroturd the church with lights
burning before them all day, there was the Holy Rood, an altar of Jesus, and
another of the Holy Trinity

St Katherine was the most popular saint it seems in Henley, and the
Corporation endowed her chapel with a considerable annual rental from the
Bridge Rents. Many wills also leave bequest to the chapel, among them
weavers, whose patron saint she appears to have been. The Catharine Wheel
inn is the only relic of the saints popularity. The will of John Lyde otherwise
called John Baker in 14996 left among other bequests money for the
"ma)mtenance of that light kepte by the wevers withyn the chapell of Seint
Kater5m in the churche of Henley". He then went on to leave his wife the
choice oftaking the sum of f l0 or receiving the yearly sum of 20s being the
rent from "my tenemente called the Katheryne Whyll in the high strete of
Henley".
The cross of the Holy Rood may have been above a rood screen, probably
6 Weaver, J R

H & Beardwood, A " Some Oxfordshire Wills 1393-1510" pub I958
Ox Record Sociew

in the position of the one built as a war memorial after the 1914 War. The
altar of Jesus , which was attended by the Fratemity of Jesus, may possibly
have been placed in the chancel of the south aisle. In 1501 there was an
image of Jesus for which money was provided to "paint and glld the same".
It may be that the altar to the Holy Trinity is the altar in what is now the main
chancel of the church. After all if the original church chancel contained the
altar of St Mary the Virgin, and the church itself is dedicated to her, then to
supplant her with a minor saint taking pride of place in the church would be

an offence, but surely the Holy Tnnity would be acceptable in a major
position. The fact that the altar of Mary remains in the north aisle seems a
strong indication that that was the original church.
The reason behind the change from the onginal church to the side chancel
now the main chancel, was the need for a bigger church for the growing
town of Henley, and the building of a large nave. Abigger chwch may also
have been needed, because it seems that in the 13th cenhrry the Rector of
Henley was also a Dean of Henley, perhaps having to host church men from
his extended parishes. Recently the River and Rowing Museum has acquired
a signet stamp which is that of a Dean of Henley, it is undated but taken in
conjunction with a deed of the 1290's which concerns a Dean of Henley at
that date, this places the stamp in the l3th century. How much earlier there
was a Dean is unknown but certainly this indicates that Henley had become
important in the diocese.
The diocese at that time was Lincoln, an extremely large diocese, the creation
of Deans was a method of establishing control in the outlying parishes. The

Deanery of Henley stretched over most of what had been the Binfield
Hundred, with Caversham to the south and Crowmarsh Gifford to the west.
Ru.ral deans were an office that fell into disuse, and were only revived in
1825

7

If the nave was built in the l3th century in its present position, this may be
because of the position of the tower, the space between the original chancel
and the tower not being a large enough area for a suitable nave This also
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suggests that there was already a tower of some sort there. That it may have
been a free standing tower is again similar to Shiplake, though there it was

not in line with the original church, but became in line with the new nave
and chancel.

No one seems certain as to when the tower at Henley was built. One
suggestion was that it was built as a gift by Wolsey who wasn briefly Bishop
of Lincoln, during the reign of Henry VIII ( 1509- I5l7). However a more
favonred candidate is John Longland, Bishop of Linioln from 152l-1547.

n 1473 and maintained an interest in Henley, leaving
ahnshouses to the town by his will. The odd thing is no mention is made of
a tower, if he did build it.
He was born in Henley

The exterior of the tower may suggest by its windows and building
construction that it is 16th century, but the visible items may only be
rebuilding on an older structwe. Certainly the church had bells previous to
Longland's time. In the 7ft I'r of Henry V (1420Xthe Corporation Records
state that a bell should be tolled on a person's death, and then goes on to
mention four bells to be tolled on anniversaries of a death.In the 34ft year of
Henry VI (1456) a large bell was to be sold and a small bell and four others
were to be made from it for the use of the Henley Parish Church. In 5tr yr of
Ed IV (1465) payment of 8d was made to Thomas Archer for making work
arowrd the bell tower, hanging the bells and metalwork to the same.

In the Borough Records as published by P M Briers there is mention of a
stepull n 1462, and then later in I 543 there is a payment for a "borde for the
spire" and for a"grate nayle for the spire" 4d, for taking downe of the spire
20s and for setting up the spire 20s. Then later still in 1543 "Item - in the
steepull 2 quarters 2 plankes and a small rope..."
Whether the term steepull and the use of the word spire denote the same
thing is uncertain. The mention ofthe plank and rope as being "in" the spire
suggests some form of walled building. A steepull or stepull may not mean
a steeple as it is known today, but was it a tower?

8
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"History of HenJey on Thames" 1861 pp2l3-14
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It may be that a church tower or bell tower did exist as a separate building in
the early days ofthe church. It is possible that a tower of some sort was built
soon after the original church and placed with a wide gap between it and the
church, the gap in fact as shown in Figs | &2, andthe plan Fig 4. If this was
the case then when in the l3th cenhrrj/ the church needed its extra space, a
nave put onto the old church, squeezed between it and a towel would not
have been large enough, and maybe that was why the main church moved
across to its present position. It would be an explanation of the shift within
the church. Indeed there would seem to be no other explanation as to why
the nave was attached to what was originally a side chapel, there must have
been something solid in the way, such as an existing tower.
In the drawing (Figl) the windows on the north side of church appear to be
nearer to a perpendicular style of architectrne than to early English, which

might be expected if the wall building was done at the time of the nave
building. Possibly it may be that the windows were replaced when St Leonards
Chantry was built in about 1460, or they may have been l6th century
additions. They are very similar to windows on the south side of the church
in the extended south aisle, whose outer wall being of checkered flint and
stone is said to be 16th century. It is thought that the south aisle was enlarged
at that time. While considering windows, it also may be that the east windows
in both the origtnal church and the later main chancel were also later additions
to the original buildings. There do not seem to be records of changes to the
windows, except for an Assembly Book entry for November 1789e, when
the Corporation accepted a proposal from Mrs Catherine Alleway & Co to

glaze the church windows with Newcastle Crown Glass at % foot. This
presumably is the slightly greenish glass in diagonal panes to be seen today.
There are many references to the mending of the roof, for instance on
l9 December 1496 the nave of the church was repaired and then on l0 Oct
1505 repairs were made using lead for the roof of the nave and vestibule. If
the nave was built during the l3th century, then it had already existed for
about 200-250 years and the roof was probably in a poor state.
After a fi.rther 300 years at the end of the l8th century it was the roofs of
9& l0
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Transcripts fromAssemblv Books Notebook No 2l
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Assembly Book of
the north and south aisles that were in need of repair. The
'The
North wing is to be
June 179610 states the church roof out of repair.
tiled and the south wrng slated. f,40 can be got for the old lead''
needed
In the mid lgth cennry in 1852, it was decided that the church

a

gth century galleries had been placed
total overhaul. In the beginning of the l
to people of
in both the north ana sonttt aisles, seats in these were allocated
houses were
the town for a fee, in most cases being attached to the various
aquire the
would
house
a
the people lived, so that an incoming tenant of
same pew as his Predeccessor'

and
the galleries were removed, the north wall was taken down
taken away from
an additional aisle built in the churchyard: the organ was
and the
removed,
were
pillars
the chancel: all the monuments affrxed to the
and
church was re-floored, thus covering the whole of the flat stones
roof raised
inscriptions. The plaster ceilings were taken down and the nave
in
constructed
were
to allow the completion of the clerestory. New roofs
with
both nave and chancel, the former of open timber work to correspond
the ancient roof which still remains at the east end.In the

In l852rt

..

the fragment of
panels by
new chancel roof was placed a polygonal ceiling divided into
was re-seated
moulded ribs u.rd catuei bosses. The whole area ofthe church
In building
nave.
the
of
end
and a new five light window inserted at the west
wall "
north
old
the new north aisle the original reticulated windows in the
..were
carefully preserved and re-inserted in the new outer wall.
(see Fig 1)
i-".tl' ih".ioging floor in the tower was removed, and the lower part, with
These
its beautifirl groined roof, restored and converted into a baptistry.
form in which it is
alterations brought the main fabric of the church into the
seen at the Present time."

the 19th
At the beginning of the 2lst cennry what now exists is virtually
from
apart
century rebuild, there have been few major developments since'
toilets in the
the recent complete floor renovations, and the provision of
the chantry
1922
since
passage hnkrng with the restored building called
House.
llRadford,RevEM.HenleyonThamesParishChurch,Ilthedition
edited & prefaced by Pybum, Rev Alan (1980s)
t2

Some events

& repairs of the Church as noted in Newspapers
& Corporation Reccords

Corporation Records as transcribed in a Ledger by S J Holton
(Town Hall documents 4llll12)
28 June 1690 (2"d year of William & Mary)
Bells need re-casting as they are cracked & broken.
12 August 1774
Mr Freeman offered to set up a "guilt ball" (sic) on the tower of the church.
13 June 1786
New bells & thorough overhaul of bell supports, hangings etc.
13 June 1796
Repairs to roof of church, south side to be slated & north side to be tiled.
Reading Mercury & Oxford Gazette
6 January 1838
Yesterday was the day appointed for opening the new organ at the parish
church, Henley
27 June 1840
The church has been undergoing extensive repair by Mt W Strange builder
& Mr Cooke painter.
Henley Advertiser
22 November 1879
Notice about improvements to the church, plans of Mr W Scott Champion.
Abolition of the gallery, if the works are done it should make the church
warmer & abolish draughts, also prevent "the noise occasioned by boys in
the gallery on Sunday evenings."
(note this seems to contradtcl the idea that the galleries were removed in
1852, see Radford ,Rev E M,opposite page, also see entry below re-new
west window, if placed in 1852i3 the cosl would surely not still be discussed

in

1879))

6 December 1879

New west window, cost to be borne by Col. Makins M.P. New encaustic
tile floor under tower, cost f50 to be paid by W H Brakspear. Providing
t3

lobby with oak doors to prevent draughts. Removal offont & some necessary
repairs, cost c.f200, to be found by general subscription.
8 April 1882
A horse belonging to Messrs Marsh photographers, Hart st (nos 3 I / 3 3 which
)
had been brought into the street to be attached to a trap, started offat a rapid
pace & St Mary's Church west door being open trotted in, going as far as the

chancel steps, where it reared up on its hind legs facing the altar. when it wa
seized by the bridle it was found that it couldn't be;turned round in the
space, so it had to be backed the whole length of the Jhurch to the door. No
damage was done to the church or the horse.
8 March 1890
Faculty granted by the chancellor of the Diocese to carry out designs of Mr
Sedding (architect). To erect oaken screens on either side of the chancel. To
substitute new choir seats. To lay floor ofthe chancel with new tiles. Because
choir seats are to be re-arranged in two rows instead of three to erect a low
iron screen with gates across the chancel which will enclose two priests
stalls which will stay where they are. The plans for the Rood beam also
passed, though this will probably not be executed for some time to come.
("beautifi.rl design for the restoration")
17 October 1891
The painting over the chancel arch will not be begun until Easter next year.

Mr Brakspear offered to present a wrought iron screen &

gates

for the

baptistery & a design is beingprepared. Mrs Grenville Phillimore has given
the Litany Desk which is now in position.

Henley Standard
27 Janaary 1928
New steelwork frame for the bells in the church replacing old timbers.
Peel of eight bells plus another known as the Workman's Bell.
(There are numerous references lo the bells in the records they seem to
have been an ongoing problem)
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A Romano-British Buildine at Bix. Oxon
Notes on an

.*.SYr,tot"':::it% our in ress/s6
Roger Kendal

This article is based on a note produced for the oxfordshire Sites and Monuments by R.J.Kendal in october 1996. The excavation was carried out

Mr Alan. Saunders, for making the papers and finds from the excavation

1. The Site

Grid Reference: SU 73258530
The site lies in a field beside Bix common, on the edge of the esca.rpment
overlooking the Stonor valley, which mns away to the north. It is within
75m of the line of a probable Roman road running from Dorchester to the
Silchester-Staines road identified by LD. Margary tn Romnn Roads in Britain
2'd editlon (London 1967).
e Survey- at the
time of the dig and appears
Guide Roman
Britain 4th edition(rev) (S
under .Other
Substantial Buildings'.
2. Possible Chronolory of the Site.

The following comments are
produced by David Nicholls in
the period. A copy of a site pl
the excavation is attached at Appendixl.

Iron Age.
Two post holes were discovered at the bottom of the east end of trench
2,A.

l-s

B - B at a late stage in the excavation.
Two pieces ofpottery found in association with them were identified
at the time as Iron Age, but are not now available for confirmation of this
date. A burnt layer beneath Roman layers near the wall foundation at point
b may be of the same date as the post holes, but it is equally possible that
this feature could have arisen latel date during the construction ofa partition
wall in the Roman building. The site was not excavated to this depth all
over and consequently not enough is known to be sure that there was a preRoman occupation that developed into the later Rompr style building, but
this certainly appears likely.

28. Roman

At some stage a small Roman style corridor building with flint
foundations was erected on the site. Pieces of a pink plaster were found in
the excavation, some bearing the impression of the wood grain of the
construction timber Ypical of a counffy farmstead.
It is likely that a building of this type would have evolved from a
simple rectangular structue into the small corridor house apparent in the
ultimate grorurd plan. Only sparse foundations remain, so that evidence of
phased constmction is hard to find - the only clear alteration was the removal
of a wall in the south corridor and the erection of another further to the east
in the same corridor. Further partitioning of the main part of the building
would have been likely, but no firrther divisions appear to have been located
in the excavation. The size ofthe ultimate building was 26mx l3m, including
a 3m wide corridor along the south-east and north sides.
Only one building has been identified on this site and there is no
evidence on the surface to suggest that any bther structures lie near at hand.
No evidence was found of any hypocaust system or bath house consffuction
and the total absence oftesserae indicates that no mosaic floors were present
at any stage. Traces of black and red colouring on a few pieces of wall
plaster perhaps show that some wall decoration was present. There is some
evidence of different phases in the building's life.
At least two different floor levels were identified - an earlier one of
chalk and a later one of mortar with perhaps tile laid upon it in some places.
Dating of the floor levels is difficult as pottery finds cannot now be related
to specific levels, but though very few coins were found, their find spots are
known and these do fit into a pattem in relation to the recognised floor

levels. 3rd century coins of Gallienus (AD253-268), Postumus (AD
260-269),and Victorinus (AD 269-271), were found in, orjust above,
l6
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the lower floor level, and 4th century coins of Constantine II (AD 337340), Constantius II (AD 337-361), and a barbarous copy, (probably dating
from cAD370) ofthe 'Constantinopolis' coin of Constantine the Great came
from the later floor level. There could have been an earlier earth/clay floor
beneath the chalk floor, but firm evidence for this was not clearly established
in the excavation.
Some 2nd cenhrry Samian pottery was found on the site, but its position
in the stratification is no longer clear and, since it is heavily abraded, it may
have been very old when abandoned and thus cannot be taken as indicative
of 2nd century occupation of the building. On this b/sis it can only be said
with certainty that the building was in use in the 3rd and 4th centuries.
A representative selection of pottery found on the site was examined
Paul
by
Booth of Oxford Archaeology n 1997 to gain some idea of the
range of type and date. A copy of his comments is attached at Appendix 2,
which indicate that the pottery confirms a general 3d to 46 Century date for
the building. Some of the pottery types were indicative of a high status
building, perhaps indicating that the excavated building was part of a larger,

grander site.

During the earlier phase of its existence part ofthe excavated building
was used for metal smithing - a burnt layer at the east end of 'Room 1'
contained a layer of burnt ash with slag, charcoal, small pieces of iron and
remains of bronze working. The building appears to have survived until at
least the late 4th century, when it fell into decay. Roofing tiles were found
in the south corridor, lying as if they had slipped from the roof.

2C Sub-Roman/Early Saxon.
After the building had decayed for some time, the centre of the site
was dug out and a roughly oval platform 5.5m x 3m made up of flints from
the site was inserted. The date and purpose of this intrusion is uncertain as
no artefacts were found in association with it. It can only be dated as
coming after the decay of the Roman building, after the late 4th/early 5th
century, and before the 9th century burials described below.

2D Saxon
After this platform had been abandoned for some time, during which
black earth penetrated into the flint layer, a body was buried in the top of
this flint layer, together with skeletal remains of a new-born child or late
foetus. Another body was buried in a comparable layer on top of the wall
foundation at the east end of 'Room l', with the skeletal remains of three
newborn or late foetal infants and one slightly older infant with well
l8

developed teeth and hard, well-formed, long bones. The two adult burials,
together with those of the infants, took place in the same time period. Both
skeletons were in an east/west orientation (possibly indicating a Christian
burial), but had been considerably damaged by ploughing in an area cultivated
by steam ploughing in the early 20s century.

A report on the bones was given by Dr Lucille E. Hoyme of the
Oxford University Departnent ofAnatomy in 1960. There was insufficient
evidence to determine the sex of the adult skeletons and because of the
damage that had befallen the bones over time it was also not possible to
detennine whether they had met a violent end.
The
first
skeleton was found with two silver pennies of Burgred of Mercia (AD S52874) which lay amongst the finger bones in such a way that they must have
been clutched in the hand of the corpse - it was not known in which hand
they were found. The coins were examined by Professor Michael Metcalfe
of the Ashrnolean Museum whose report is attached at Appendix 3. The
coins are on display in the Henley Gallery of the River & Rowing Museum
in Henley on Tbames.
The corpses appear to have been buried in shallow graves, the depth
being restricted by the flint platform and the wall foundations. No other
burials were discovered in the excavation, so these bodies may have been
buried casually rather than in a cemetery.
3. Questions to be investigated:
Does the excavated building represent part of a larger, high status
villa in the area?
Were the Saxon bodies buried hurriedly after being killed during
Danish incursions into the area? (The 9th cenhrry was a period of
great upheaval and Brugred himself virtually ceded his kingdom to
the Danes rrl874, spending the rest of his life in Rome).
Or were they women who had died in childbirth who, perhaps, could
not be buried in consecrated ground or had to be buried in a separate
area of the churchyard in accordance with the customs of the time?.
Are they buried in or just outside the churchyard of the lost church of
St Michael, the parish church of Bix Gibwen, a possible site for which
may lie in the grounds of a nearby house?. (Early maps of the area
l9

show a widening of the road at the point where this house has been
built, which could possibly represent the entrance to the churchyard)
Is there any other example of bodies being buried clutching coins at
this time?. (The custom of corpses carrying the fare to cross the
fuver Sryx was common in Roman burials, but the burial in this case
dates to a time when Christianity was well established in the area and
the body appears to have had a Christian orientation).
I

4. Finds and Archive

The finds and archive are mainly deposited in the Oxfordshire Museum

store, with the two Saxon coins on display at the River
Museum in Henley.

&

Rowing

R.J.Kendal,
t4t03t2006.

Appendix 2

Roman pottery from the villa site at Bix, Oxon
(su7338s3)

by Paul M Booth of the Oxford Archaeological Unit.
A small sample (roughly 100 sherds) of the total pottery recovered from the
site was examined to give a general impression of the character and
chronology of the assemblage. The extent to which the material was truly
representative of the assemblage as a whole cannot be assessed precisely,
but it possessed a degree of coherence which suggests that it indicates many
of the principal characteristics of the assemblage.
Sources and Vessel Types
Imported pottery consisted of Central Gaulish Samian ware, supplemented
by 'Rhenish' fine wares, with both Central Gaul and Tner probably among
the sources of this material, which included an indented beaker and otler
beaker fonns A single sherd ofa South Spanish Dressel 20 olive oil amphora
was also present
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British fine wares were dominated by Oxford colour-coated ware. The
Oxford products included Young (1977) types C8, C45, C5l and C 97 and
a beaker. The most remarkable individual fragment was in Oxford colourcoated ware, from a small closed form (probably a beaker) with an applied
vertical strip decorated with impressed dots and semicircles. A colourcoated flagon with white paint decoration in the form of Yourg Cl4,
represented by several sherds, was in fact from the Much Hadham (Herts)
industry. A few other colour-coated sherds were not Oxford products; one
was probably from the New Forest and one possibly from the Nene Valley,
but the sources of the others are uncertain. Oxford white ware mortarium
body sherds were also present, but there were no other white ware sherds in
the sample examined.
Coarse wares consisted almost entirely of reduced wares of regional origrr,
two sherds ofblack-burnished ware and a few small fragments oflate Roman
shell-tempered ware being the only obvious extra-regional material. The
probable source of the reduced coarse wares include the Oxford industy,
but products of the Compton and Alice Holt kilns also appeared to be present.
Other more local sources mayhave been represented, but this is not certain.

Little can be said about the range of forma represented. The coarse jars,
whichwouldbe expectedto have dominated such an assemblagewere largely
absent, but this was presumably a frurction of the selection process. In the
present sample, bowls also to appear to be under-represented but dishes are
conilnon, perhaps because substantial portions ofa few vessels are extant.

Chronology
There was no Iron Age pottery in the sample examined. The great majority
of the pottery was datable from the late 2nd cennrry onwards, the only clearly
earlier piece being a body sherd ofa poppyhead beaker, probably and Oxford
product of Young type R34. The Samian ware all appeared to be Central
Gaulish and was probably Antonine in date, with the absence of decorated
sherds relatively ffpical of the Samian which so often appears in later (3rd4th century) assemblages. The Samian sherds present were noticeably
relatively small and some were quite worn. As far as can be judged the
remaining material is consistent with a 3rd-4th century date, both in terms

of fabrics and forms. This range cannot be refined firrther, however,
arguments from absence are not valid with such a collection.
2l
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General remarks
The sample ofpottery from this site contains material which is characteristic
for assemblages in the region, with few surprises in terms of source of supply.
One possible exceptionto this is the occurrence ofMuch Hadham fine ware,
but this material is quite widely, if thinly, distributed west of its core area.
Whilst the character ofthe sample does not allow interpretations which would
necessarily be based on quantified data, it nevertheless permits some simple
observations about status. The sample contains matprial which would be
seen only in tiny quantities, if at all, in low status rurpl assemblages in the
region. Specific fabrics to which this applies are the South Spanish amphora
fabric and the Central Gaulish and Trier 'Rhenish'wzres. These appear to
be very distinct pointers to variations in settlement assemblages and their
occurrence here ftxesumably in greater quantities than just those in the
sample) is consistent with the structural evidence for the villa.

Appendix 3

Report by Professor D.M.Mefcalf of the Ashmolean Museum
on the two Saxon coins found at the Roman building site at Bix
Two coins of Burgred, 852 - 74, found with a skeletorl and said both to have been close to
(ctutched in ?) the hand. It is intriguing that both corns are by the same moneyer, Healrwull
since the chances of two coins drawn from Burgred's currency at random being by the same
moneyer are small. The coins belong to the middlephase of Burgred's 'lunettes'issue, and
are to be dated after c 865.

It is possible to compile a list of more than 20 specimens by this moneyer, most of which have
an obverse bust in the so-called 'vertical style One of the Bix coins, weighing I 279, cr.nesponds The other is closer to the 'horizontal'style, and weigtrs I 069 It is closely matched
by, for example , SCBI Midlands, 90.
For other specimens by Heahwulf, see BMC 3Il-20, SCBI Fitzwilliam 416-17, Hunterian
369-70, Ashmolean 30-1, Midlands 90, Mack 617, West Country 381, American Collections 205-6, Berlin 80, etc , with very few instances of die duplication,

-.;ffi8<'
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The Schoolhouse or Chantry House
Ann Cottingham
The documents concerning the property known as the Chantry House, found
among the Town Hall papers and now in the Oxford Record Office, start
with the sale by Sir John Say and others n the 22nd year of Henry VI on
JluJy 27th(1444) to John Elmes and John Devene.
Sir John Say became Rector of Henley n 1443, so it has been assumed that
the building was church property, however it has been pointed out by Dr
Simon Townley that the wording suggests that it did not belong to the church,
and was privately held.. If so then perhaps having become rector John Say
wished to remove perhaps his trading associations. Who the others were is
not known, maybe members of his family or other merchants who were
assocrates.

In 1444 not only the building now the Chantry House was for sale but also
granaries across its yard near the river, and also land in Southfield. These
granaries and the land are clearly defined as separate items.
A deed

of l47l

was the conveyance

ofthe granaries separately.

In 1552 Thomas Docora granted to Ralph Ratcliffall those messuages shops
cellars lands and tenements which his late father John Docora purchased
from John Devene/Devyn.

In

1553 Ralph Radcliffe conveyed to Thomas Lyrard one messrnge in the
churchyard of Henley called the Schoolhouse, four chambers or tenements
in the churchyard called the priests chambers, one woodhouse or portage
with the grainarys and cellars thereto belonging and barn thereto adjoining,
and also two closes adjoining to Southfield etc.

This would seem to be the deed from which Miss Cooper n 1922 deduced
that the Schoolhouse must have been the home of the chantry priests
inhabiting four chambers within the building. She also probably supposed
that the chambers were now for sale since the Chantries throughout the
23

country were discontinued

in

1547, during the reign of Edward

VI.

This certainly may have been the reason for selling amongst the other
properry, rooms that had been used by priests, who may have been chantrry
priests. However any rooms or chambers in the Chantry House do not appear
to have been church property, if they were used by churchmen then they
must have been rented or leased.

The use of the word'chambers'is interesting, also the fact that they are
listed separately from the Schoolhouse, which if sold would include the
space inside it. So why mention priests chambers unless a separate building,
such as the granaries portage etc.?

'Chambers,' according to Maurice Baily in his book 'A Glossary of Names
for rooms in Houses of the l6th & 17th centuries', published 1963, "was a
general purpose name, which began to be supplanted from the 17th century
onwards by 'room'. In the south, it meant primarily a ground floor room
used for sleeping, and is so found in a zone which extends as far north as
Cambridgeshire and Shropshire. That is its meaning in Elizabethan Sussex
and its commonest in Oxfordshire."

By 1553 the building, now known as Chantry House, had become known as
the Schoolhouse, there is known to have been a school in the mid l5th
century, and it may have occupied part of the building. If it was situated in
the middle floor, that is the ground floor from the churchyard, or even the
top floor, it would have required a suitable entrance from the churchyard or
Church Avenue rather than from the commercial yard, mingling with the
granaries portage etc.
The introduction of a school, which in the 1 5th, I 6th and even later centuries
would have been staffed by teachers who were priests, would have made a
closer connection to the church and its environs desirable. This may well
have been a reason for perhaps the insertion of the fine doorways on the
church yard side which have been dated to about 1500 or soon after.

The Schoolhouse is not

'in' the churchyard it is built at a lower level

as a

riverside property, in line with other riverside properties both above and
below the bridge. The 1553 deed placing it in the churchyard might refer to
the fact that since becoming a school it had had its entrance from there, it
should perhaps have said that it adjoined the chwchyard. Perhaps by then
the fact that one reached it through the churchyard, meant that the School
was spoken of as being in the chruchyard.
Which returns one to the priests chambers in the churchyard. That they were
not church property, leads one to suppose that they also were not literally in
the churchyard but were reached from it. Though the inhabitants may have
been chantry priests, they may also have been schoolmasters. It may be that
they had ground floor chambers which opened into the churchyard.
The Schoolhouse in 1578 was sold to the Warden Bridgemen Burgesses and

Commonality of the town. At that time it was described as two messuages
or tenements called the Schoolhouse and the Storehouise, (originally the
granaries), and the churchyard was to the west of the property.

In 1604 the Schoolhouse was transferred from the town to the Trustees of
the newly forrned Grammar School which occupied the top floor of the
building. In 1609 Dame Perriam founded a school for the poorer boys of
the town which then occupied the middle floor of the Schoolhouse.

In 1827 John Buckler visited Henley and made a series of drawings of
buildings and streets in the town. One of his drawings shows a respectable
Georgian house with central door and pairs of windows either side, entitled
the Grammar School Masters House. Its position is in what is now the north
east corner of the churchyard, abutting Church Avenue. The Messenger and
Newberry Almshouses may be seen behind the house across the lane, a lane
which then ran down in front of the Schoolhouse and the east side of the
church.

Although the house in the drawing looks as though it were l8th century in
origrn, it may well have been built on the site of an earlier building. Could
this have been the site of the priests chambers? Priests who may also have
been schoolmasters.
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THE SCHOOL MASTER'S

HOUSE drawn by J Buckler

1827

The schools remained in the Schoolhouse until the end of the 18th century
when they amalgamated and moved across Hart Street into the premises
known as Speakers House. Ahouse in the churchyard would still have been
a convenient site for the Grammar School Master. Since in the 18th and
early 19th cennry it was often convenient for boys to lodge in the town
while attending school, a respectable house would have been needed for the
school master if he were to offer lodgings.

In about 1830 the church required a larger churchyard, and Longland's
Almshouses needed to be rebuilt. The rebuild of the Almshouses was only
possible because the church bought two houses with their long gardens,
which were situated between what is now called Longlands House and the
church. The demolition of the Grammar School Masters House not in the
churchyard but adjoining it, may have been regarded by the church as an
opporrunity for more land for churchyard use.
From notes made by John Crocker of theBridge Commissioners meetings
(Book35) in 1800 there was the comment that a Mr Parker was to survey the
house in the churchyard and estimate the cost of repairs.
ln 1822 an application was made to the Commissioners proposing to treat
for the purchase ofthe house in the churchyard, then occupied by Mr Dixon.
(Dixon wos one of the sons of Mrs Dixon landlady of the Red Lion, who
took over the Red Lion in 1832 after their mothers death)
In 1825 a committee was appornted to meet the Parish respecting the house
in the churchyard.
Finally in 1830 about the same time as the two houses to the west of the
church were bought to enlarge the churchyard , conveyances were exchanged
for the old almshouse property and the churchyard house.
The house no longer exists and there is no visible sign of it, it is now part of
the churchyard. It is likely that itwas demolished soon after 1830, as the
Master may have already left the churchyard house, soon after the schools
were re-located to Speakers House in the l780s.Perhaps Dixon gave up his
lease when his mother died and he moved to the Red Lion, leaving the
churchyard house free for demolition.
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